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Abstract. In this paper, we define soft union group, serving as a bridge among soft set theory, set theory and group

theory and showing how a soft set effects on a group structure in the mean of union and inclusion of sets. We

then derive its basic properties and relation with the notion of soft intersection group and obtain some analog of

classical group theoretic concepts for soft union group. Moreover, we give some applications of soft union groups

to group theory.
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1. Introduction

Molodtsov [21] introduced soft set theory for modeling vagueness and uncertainty. Works on soft set theory has

been progressing rapidly since Maji et al. [18] presented some definitions on soft sets and Ali et al. [3] introduced

several operations of soft sets. Sezgin and Atagün [23] studied on soft set operations as well. Based on these

operations, the theory of soft sets has developed in many directions and is finding applications in a wide variety
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of fields. Some of the recent papers [5,12,13,20] are extending the soft set theory, especially in decision making

[6,7,19,22,30].

Soft groups and its related properties were first introduced and studied by Aktaş and Çağman [2]. Some authors

[1,9,14,15,16,17,24,25,26,27,28,29] have then studied the soft algebraic structures in detail. Applying the defini-

tion of soft set, Atagün and Sezgin [4] studied the algebraic soft substructures of rings, fields and modules. In [8],

Çağman et al. introduced soft intersection group (soft int-group) and studied its basic properties with respect to

soft set operations. To develop the soft set theory, C. ağman and Enginoğlu [7] redefined the operations of soft sets.

By using their definitions, in this paper, we define soft union group (abbreviated as “soft uni-group”). It is based

on the inclusion relation and union of sets. This new concept brings together the soft set theory, set theory and the

group theory and therefore is very functional in the mean of improving the soft set theory with respect to group

structure. Furthermore, it serves as a bridge among soft set theory, set theory and group theory and shows how a

soft set effects on a group in the mean of union and inclusion of sets. Based on the definition of soft uni-group, we

define the concepts of soft uni-subgroup and normal soft uni-subgroup. We also define soft anti image, e-left coset

of a soft set and investigate these notions with respect to soft uni-group. Moreover, we obtain a significant rela-

tion between the concept of soft uni-group and soft uni-group and derive some analog of classical group theoretic

concepts for soft uni-group. Finally, we give some applications of soft uni-group to group theory.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some basic notions relevant to soft sets. For further details related to this section may

be found in earlier studies [7,10,11,18,21].

Throughout this paper, U refers to an initial universe, E is a set of parameters, P(U) is the power set of U and

A,B,C ⊆ E.

Definition 2.1. ([21]) A soft set fA over U is a set defined by

fA : E→ P(U) such that fA(x) = /0 if x /∈ A.

Here fA is also called approximate function. A soft set over U can be represented by the set of ordered pairs

fA = {(x, fA(x)) : x ∈ E, fA(x) ∈ P(U)}.

It is clear to see that a soft set is a parametrized family of subsets of the set U . It is worth noting that the sets fA(x)

may be arbitrary. Some of them may be empty, some may have nonempty intersection.

Note that the set of all soft sets over U will be denoted by S(U). If we define more then one soft set in a subset

A of the set of parameters E, then the soft sets will be denoted by fA, gA, hA etc. If we define more then one soft

set in some subsets A, B, C etc. of parameters E, then the soft sets will be denoted by fA, fB, fC etc., respectively.
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Definition 2.2. [7] Let fA ∈ S(U). f fA(x) = /0 for all x ∈ E, then fA is called an empty soft set and is denoted by

fΦ.

If fA(x) =U for all x ∈ A, then fA is called A-universal soft set and is denoted by fÃ.

Definition 2.3. [7] Let fA, fB ∈ S(U). Then, fA is called a soft subset of fB and denoted by fA⊆̃ fB, if fA(x)⊆ fB(x)

for all x ∈ E.If fA(x) = fB(x) for all x ∈ E, then fA and fB is called soft equal and is denoted by fA = fB.

Definition 2.4. [7] Let fA, fB ∈ S(U). Then, union of fA and fB, denoted by fA∪̃ fB, is defined as fA∪̃ fB = fA∪̃B,

where fA∪̃B(x) = fA(x)∪ fB(x) for all x ∈ E.

Intersection of fA and fB, denoted by fA∩̃ fB, is defined as fA∩̃ fB = fA∩̃B, where fA∩̃B(x) = fA(x)∩ fB(x) for all

x ∈ E.

Complement of the soft set fA over U , denoted by f c
A, is defined as f c

A(α) =U \ fA(α) for all α ∈ E.

Definition 2.5. [7] Let fA, fB ∈ S(U). Then, ∨-product of fA and fB, denoted by fA∨ fB, is defined as fA∨ fB =

fA∨B, where fA∨B(x,y) = fA(x)∪ fB(y) for all (x,y) ∈ E×E.

∧-product of fA and fB, denoted by fA∧ fB, is defined as fA∧ fB = fA∧B, where fA∧B(x,y) = fA(x)∩ fB(y) for

all (x,y) ∈ E×E.

Definition 2.6. [3] Let fA, fB ∈ S(U). Then, restricted union of fA and fB, denoted by fA ∪R fB, is defined as

fA∪R fB = fA∪RB, where fA∪RB(x) = fA(x)∪ fB(x) for all x ∈ A∩B 6= /0.

Restricted intersection of fA and fB, denoted by fA e fB, is defined as fA e fB = fAeB, where fAeB(x) = fA(x)∩

fB(x) for all x ∈ A∩B 6= /0.

Definition 2.7. [8] Let G be a group and fG ∈ S(U). Then, fG is called a soft intersection group over U if if it

satisfies the following properties:

i) fG(xy)⊇ fG(x)∩ fG(y) for all x,y ∈ G,

ii) fG(x−1) = fG(x) for all x ∈ G.

For the sake of brevity, soft intersection group is abbreviated by soft int-group throughout this paper.

3. Soft uni-group

In this section, we first define soft union group that is abbreviated as soft uni-group. We then define soft uni-

subgroup, normal soft uni-subgroup and investigate their basic properties. Throughout this section, G denotes an

arbitrary group with identity e and if H is a subgroup of G, then it is denoted by H ≤ G.

Definition 3.1. Let G be a group and fG ∈ S(U). Then, fG is called a soft uni-group if it satisfies the following

properties:

i) fG(xy)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y) for all x,y ∈ G,

ii) fG(x−1) = fG(x) for all x ∈ G.
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Example 3.2. Assume that U = S3, symmetric group, is the universal set and G = D2 = {< x,y >: x2 = y2 =

e,xy = yx}= {e,x,y,yx}, dihedral group, is the subset of set of parameters. The group table of D2 is known as

. e x y yx

e e x y yx

x x e yx y

y y yx e x

yx yx y x e

Now, we can construct a soft set fG by

fG(e) = {(13)}

fG(x) = {e,(12),(13)}

fG(y) = {e,(13),(23)}

fG(yx) = {e,(12),(13),(23)}.

Then, one can easily show that the soft set fG is a soft uni-group over S3.

Example 3.3. Consider U =N10 as the universal set and the group G = Z10 as the subset of set of parameters. We

can define a soft set fG as

fG(x) = {y ∈ Z10 : y ∈< x >}

for all x ∈ Z10. Here, fG(0) = {0}, fG(1) = fG(3) = fG(5) = fG(7) = fG(9) = Z10, fG(2) = fG(4) = fG(6) =

fG(8) = {0,2,4,6,8}, fG(5) = {0,5}. Since fG(4+ 5) = fG(9) = Z10 6⊆ fG(4)∪ fG(5) = {0,2,4,5,6,8}, fG is

not a soft uni-group over Z10.

It is easy to see that if we take the group as G = {e}, then fG is a soft uni-group over U no

matter how fG is defined and no matter U is.

Proposition 3.4. If fG is a soft uni-group over U, then fG(e)⊆ fG(x) for all x ∈ G.

Proof. Since fG is a soft uni-group over U , then

fG(e) = fG(xx−1)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(x) = fG(x)

for all x ∈ G.

Theorem 3.5. A soft set fG over U is a soft uni-group over U if and only if fG(xy−1)⊆ fG(x)∪

fG(y) for all x,y ∈ G.

Proof. Suppose that fG is a soft uni-group over U . Then,

fG(xy−1)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y−1) = fG(x)∪ fG(y)
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for all x,y ∈G. Conversely, assume that fG(xy−1)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y) for all x,y ∈G. If we choose

x = e, then

fG(ey−1) = fG(y−1)⊆ fG(e)∪ fG(y) = fG(y),

since fG(yy−1) = fG(e)⊆ fG(y)∪ fG(y) = fG(y) for all x ∈ G. Similarly,

fG(y) = fG((y−1)−1)⊆ fG(y−1),

thus fG(y−1) = fG(y) for all y ∈ G. Moreover, by assumption

fG(xy)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y−1) = fG(x)∪ fG(y)

Thus fG is a soft uni-group over U .

Theorem 3.6. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U and x ∈ G. Then, for all y ∈ G

fG(xy) = fG(y)⇔ fG(x) = fG(e)

Proof. Suppose that fG(xy) = fG(y) for all y ∈ G. Then by choosing y = e, we obtain that

fG(x) = fG(e). Conversely, assume that fG(x) = fG(e). Then, we have

(1) fG(e) = fG(x)⊆ fG(y), ∀y ∈ G.

Since fG is a soft uni-group over U , it follows that

fG(xy)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y) = fG(y), ∀y ∈ G.

Moreover, for all y ∈ G

fG(y) = fG((x−1x)y)

= fG(x−1(xy))

⊆ fG(x−1)∪ fG(xy)

= fG(x)∪ fG(xy)

= fG(xy)

It follows that fG(xy) = fG(y) for all y ∈ G, as required.
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Theorem 3.7. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U and x ∈ G. Then,

fG(x) = fG(e)⇒ fG(xy) = fG(yx)

for all y ∈ G.

Proof: If fG(x) = fG(e), then fG(xy) = fG(y) for all y ∈ G. Therefore, it is enough to show

that for all y ∈ G, fG(yx) = fG(y) to complete the proof. Let x ∈ G, then

fG(yx) = fG(yx(yy−1))

= fG(y(xy)y−1)

⊆ fG(y)∪ fG(xy)∪ fG(y)

= fG(y)∪ fG(xy)

= fG(y)∪ fG(y)

= fG(y)

for all y ∈ G. Moreover,

fG(y) = fG(y(xx−1))

= fG((yx)x−1)

⊆ fG(yx)∪ fG(x)

= fG(yx)

for all y ∈ G. It follows that fG(yx) = fG(y) and fG(xy) = fG(yx), ∀y ∈ G.

Remark 3.8. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U and x ∈ G. Then,

fG(x) = fG(e)⇔ fG(xy) = fG(yx) = fG(y)

for all y ∈ G.

Theorem 3.9. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U such that the image of fG is ordered by

inclusion for all x ∈ G. If fG(y)( fG(x) for x,y ∈ G, where fG(y)( fG(x) means that fG(y)⊆

fG(x) but fG(y) 6= fG(x), then

fG(xy) = fG(x) = fG(yx).
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Proof: Since fG is a soft uni-group over U , it follows that

fG(xy)⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y) = fG(x).

Moreover,

fG(x) = fG(x(yy−1))

= fG((xy)y−1)

⊆ fG(xy)∪ fG(y)

Since fG(y)( fG(x) and fG(x)⊆ fG(xy)∪ fG(y), then fG(y)⊆ fG(xy) under assumption. Thus,

fG(x) ⊆ fG(xy), so fG(xy) = fG(x) for all y ∈ G. One can similarly show that fG(yx) = fG(x)

is satisfied under assumption, so this completes the proof.

Remark 3.10. Theorem 3.9 fails, if in the hypothesis we replace fG(y) ( fG(x) by fG(y) ⊆

fG(x).

Example 3.11. Assume that universal set is the group G = {1,−1, i,−i} and let G be the subset

of set of parameters. If we define a soft set fG by

fG(x) = {y ∈ G : y = xn,n ∈ N}

for all x ∈ G, then fG(1) = {1}, fG(−1) = {−1,1}, fG(i) = fG(−i) = {−1,1, i,−i}= G. One

can easily show that fG is a soft uni-group over U . Here, fG(i) ⊆ fG(−i), but fG(i.− i) =

fG(−i.i) 6= fG(−i). In [8], Çağman et al. showed that the ∧-product of two soft int-groups over

U is a soft int-group over U . Here, we show that ∨-product of two soft uni-groups over U is a

soft uni-group over U with the following theorem:

Theorem 3.12. Let fG and fH be soft uni-groups over U. Then, fG∨ fH is a soft uni-group over

U.

Proof: Let fG∨ fH = fG∨H , where fG∨H(x,y) = fG(x)∪ fH(y) for all (x,y) ∈ E×E. Since

G and H are groups, then so is G×H. Let (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ G×H. Then,
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fG∨H((x1,y1)(x2,y2)
−1) = fG∨H(x1x2

−1,y1y2
−1)

= fG(x1x2
−1)∪ fH(y1y2

−1)

⊆ ( fG(x1)∪ fG(x2))∪ ( fH(y1)∪ fH(y2))

= ( fG(x1)∪ fH(y1))∪ ( fG(x2)∪ fH(y2))

= fG∨H(x1,y1)∪ fG∨H(x2,y2)

Thus, fG∨ fH is a soft uni-group over U .

Note that if fG and fH are two soft uni-groups over U , then fG∧ fH is not a soft uni-group

over U as shown with the following example:

Example 3.13. Let fG be the soft uni-group over S3 in Example 3.2 and consider H = {0,3} ≤

Z6 as the subset of set of parameters of the soft set fH defined by fH(0) = {(13)} and fH(3) =

{(13),(23),(132)}. One can easily show that fH is a soft uni-group over S3. We now consider

the soft set fG∧H over S3. Then,

fG∧H((x,3)(yx,0)) = fG∧H(y,3)

= {(13),(23)},

fG∧H(x,3)∪ fG∧H(yx,0) = ( fG(x)∩ fH(3))∪ ( fG(yx)∩ fH(0))

= {(13)}∪{(13)}

= {(13)}.

It is obvious that fG∧H((x,3)(yx,0)) * fG∧H(x,3)∪ fG∧H(yx,0). Thus, fG∧H is not a soft uni-

group over U . However, we have the following:

Theorem 3.14. Let fG and fH be soft uni-groups over U. Then,

fG∧H((x1,y1)(x2,y2)
−1)⊆ fG∨H(x1,y1)∪ fG∨H(x2,y2)

for all (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ G×H.
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Proof: Let (x1,y1),(x2,y2) ∈ G×H. We have

fG∧H((x1,y1)(x2,y2)
−1) = fG∧H(x1x2

−1,y1y2
−1)

= fG(x1x2
−1)∩ fH(y1y2

−1)

⊆ ( fG(x1)∪ fG(x2))∩ ( fH(y1)∪ fH(y2))

⊆ ( fG(x1)∪ fG(x2))∪ ( fH(y1)∪ fH(y2))

= ( fG(x1)∪ fH(y1))∪ ( fG(x2)∪ fH(y2))

= fG∨H(x1,y1)∪ fG∨H(x2,y2)

Theorem 3.15. If fG and hG are two soft uni-groups over U, then so is fG∪̃hG.

Proof: Let x,y ∈ G. Then,

( fG∪̃hG)(xy−1) = fG(xy−1)∪hG(xy−1)

⊆ ( fG(x)∪ fG(y))∪ (hG(x)∪hG(y))

= ( fG(x)∪hG(x))∪ ( fG(y)∪hG(y))

= ( fG∪̃hG)(x)∪ ( fG∪̃hG)(y),

Therefore, fG∪̃hG is a soft uni-group over U .

The following theorem gives the relation between soft int-group and soft uni-group over U .

Theorem 3.16. Let fG be a soft set over U. Then, fG is a soft uni-group over U if and only if

f c
G is a soft int-group over U.

Proof: Let fG be a soft uni-group over U . Then,

f c
G(xy−1) = U \ fG(xy−1)

⊇ U \ (( fG(x)∪ fG(y))

= (U \ fG(x))∩ (U \ fG(y))

= f c
G(x)∩ f c

G(y)
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for all x,y ∈ G, which shows that f c
G is a soft int-group over U .

Conversely, let f c
G be a soft int-group over U . Then,

fG(xy−1) = U \ f c
G(xy−1)

⊆ U \ ( f c
G(x)∩ f c

G(y))

= (U \ f c
G(x))∪ (U \ f c

G(y))

= fG(x)∪ fG(y)

for all x,y ∈ G. Thus, fG is a soft uni-group over U .

Above theorem shows that if a soft set is a soft uni-group over U , then its complement is a

soft int-group over U and vice versa.

Definition 3.17. Let G be a group, H be a subgroup of G and fG be a soft uni-group over

U . If fH , the soft subset of fG, itself is a soft uni-group over U , then fH is said to be a soft

uni-subgroup of fG over U and denoted by fH≤̃u fG.

Example 3.18. Consider U =Z as the universal set and the additive group G =Z4 as the subset

of set of parameters. Let us define a soft set fG by fG(0) = {0,2}, fG(1) = fG(3) = {0,1,2,3}

and fG(2) = {0,2,3}. Then it is obvious that fG is a soft uni-group over U . Let H = {0,2}≤Z4

and fH over Z be defined by fH(0) = {0} and fH(2) = {0,2}. Since fH is a soft subset of fG

and itself is a soft uni-group over U , it follows that fH≤̃u fG.

In [8], Çag̃man et al. showed that the intersection of two soft int-groups of fG over U is a

soft int-group of fG over U . Here, we have a similar theorem for the restricted union of two soft

uni-groups of fG over U :

Theorem 3.19. Let fH≤̃u fG and fK≤̃u fG over U. Then, fH ∪R fK≤̃u fG over U.

Proof: Let fH ∪R fK = fH∪RK , where fH∪RK(x) = fH(x)∪ fK(x) for all x ∈ H ∩K 6= /0. Let

x ∈ H ∩K, then

fH∪RK(xy−1) = fH(xy−1)∪ fK(xy−1)

⊆ ( fH(x)∪ fH(y))∪ ( fK(x)∪ fK(y))

(2)
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= ( fH(x)∪ fK(x))∪ ( fH(y)∪ fK(y))

= fH∪RK(x)∪ fH∪RK(y)

Therefore, fH ∪R fK≤̃u fG over U .

Remark 3.20. If fG is a soft uni-group over U , fN≤̃u fG and fH≤̃u fG, then fN ∨ fH is not

a soft uni-subgroup of fG over U . Because if N and H are subgroups of G, then N ×H is

not a subgroup of G. Moreover, if fN and fH are two soft uni-groups of fG over U , then the

restricted intersection and intersection of fN and fH needs not be a soft uni-subgroup of fG over

U . However, we have the following:

Theorem 3.21. Let fH≤̃u fG and fK≤̃u fG over U. Then,

fHeK(xy−1)⊆ fH∪RK(x)∪ fH∪RK(y)

for all x,y ∈ H ∩K.

Proof: Assume that x ∈ H ∩K, then

fHeK(xy−1) = fH(xy−1)∩ fK(xy−1)

⊆ ( fH(x)∪ fK(y))∩ ( fH(x)∪ fK(y))

⊆ ( fH(x)∪ fK(y))∪ ( fH(x)∪ fK(y))

= ( fH(x)∪ fK(x))∪ ( fH(y)∪ fK(y))

= fH∪RK(x)∪ fH∪RK(y)

Definition 3.22. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U . Then, fG is called an soft abelian uni-group

over U , if fG(xy) = fG(yx) for all x,y ∈ G.

It is obvious that if G is abelian, then fG is a soft abelian int-group over U .

Definition 3.23. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U and fN≤̃u fG. Then, fN is called a normal

soft uni-subgroup of fG over U if fN is a soft abelian uni-group over U and denoted by fN /̃u fG.

It is clear that if G is an abelian group, then fN is a normal soft uni-subgroup of fG over U . It

shows the analogy with the fact that a subgroup H of a group G is normal in G if G is an abelian

group.
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Example 3.24. Assume that U = Z8 is the universal set and let G = S3 be the set of parameters.

We construct a soft group fG by fG(e) = {2,3}, fG(12) = fG(23) = fG(13) = {1,2,3,5,7} and

fG(123) = fG(132) = {1,2,3,5}. One can easily show that fG is a soft uni-group over U . Let

N = A3 = {e,(123),(132)} ≤ S3 be the alternating group and the soft set fN over S3 such that

fN(e) = {3} and fN(123) = F(132) = {2,3,5}. One can easily show that fN≤̃u fG, moreover

fN /̃u fG.

Theorem 3.25. Let fH /̃u fG and fK /̃u fG over U. Then, fH ∪R fK /̃u fG over U.

Proof: It has already been shown that union of two soft uni-subgroups of fG is a soft

uni-subgroup of fG over U . Let fH ∪R fK = fH∪RK , where fH∪RK(x) = fH(x)∪ fK(x) for all

x ∈ H ∩K 6= /0. Let x ∈ H ∩K, then

fH∪RK(xy) = fH(xy)∪ fK(xy)

= fH(yx)∪ fK(yx), since fH , fK /̃u fG,

= fH∪RK(yx)

Therefore fH ∪R fK /̃u fG over U .

Theorem 3.26. Let fH≤̃u fG over U such that fH(e) = fH(x) for all x ∈ H and fK /̃u fG over U.

Then, fH ∪R fK /̃u fG over U.

Proof: The fact that union of two soft uni-subgroups of fG is a soft uni-subgroup of fG over

U has already been shown, we now show that fH ∪R fK = fH∪RK is a normal subsoft uni-group

of fG. We have that fH(xy) = fH(yx) for all y ∈ H. Now,

fH∪RK(xy) = fH(xy)∪ fK(xy)

= fH(yx)∪ fK(yx)

= fH∪RK(yx)

Therefore, fH ∪R fK /̃u fG over U .

4. Applications of soft uni-groups
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In this section, we define soft anti image, e-left coset of a soft set and investigate these notions

with respect to soft uni-group. Moreover, we give some applications of soft uni-group to group

theory.

Definition 4.1. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U . Then, e-set of fG, denoted by G fG , is defined

as

G fG = {x ∈ G : fG(x) = fG(e)}.

Theorem 4.2. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U. Then, G fG is a subgroup of G.

Proof: It is obvious that e ∈G fG and /0 6= G fG ⊆G. We need to show that xy−1 ∈G fG for all

x,y ∈ G fG . Since x,y ∈ G fG , then fG(x) = fG(y) = fG(e). fG(e) ⊆ fG(xy−1) for all x,y ∈ G fG .

Since fG is a soft uni-group over U , then fG(xy−1) ⊆ fG(x)∪ fG(y) = fG(e) for all x,y ∈ G fG .

It follows that G fG is a subgroup of G.

Note that if G is abelian, then G fG is a normal subgroup of G. Moreover, we have the

following:

Proposition 4.3. Let fG be a soft abelian uni-group over U. Then, G fG is a normal subgroup of

G.

Proof: Let g ∈ G and x ∈ G fG . Then,

fG(gxg−1) = fG(gg−1x)

= fG(x)

= fG(e)

Thus, gxg−1 ∈ G fG . Hence, G fG is normal in G.

Definition 4.4. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U and x ∈ G. We define a map

x f̂G : G→U

x f̂G(g) = fG(gx−1) for all g ∈ G. f̂G is called the left coset of fG determined by x and fG. It is

obvious that e f̂G = fG.

Definition 4.5. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U . Then e-left coset set of fG, denoted by G f̂G
,

is defined as

G f̂G
= {x ∈ G : x f̂G = e f̂G}
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Theorem 4.6. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U. Then, G f̂G
is a subgroup of G.

Proof: It is obvious that e ∈ G f̂G
and /0 6= G f̂G

⊆ G. We need to show that xy−1 ∈ G f̂G
, that

is fG(g(xy−1)−1) = fG(ge−1) = fG(g) for all g ∈G and x,y ∈G f̂G
. Since x,y ∈G f̂G

and fG is a

soft uni-group over U , it follows that fG(gx−1) = fG(gy−1) = fG(ge−1) = fG(g) for all g ∈ G

and x,y ∈ G f̂G
. Thus,

fG(g(xy−1)−1) = fG(g(yx−1))

= fG(gy(g−1g)x−1)

= fG(g(yg−1)(gx−1))

⊆ fG(g)∪ fG(yg−1)∪ fG(gx−1)

= fG(g)∪ fG((gy−1)−1)∪ fG(g)

= fG(g)∪ fG(gy−1)∪ fG(g)

= fG(g)∪ fG(g)∪ fG(g)

= fG(g)

for all g∈G and x,y∈G f̂G
. Similarly, one can show that fG(g)⊆ fG(g(xy−1)−1), thus fG(g(xy−1)−1)=

fG(g) for all g ∈ G and x,y ∈ G f̂G
, implying that xy−1 ∈ G f̂G

and G f̂G
is a subgroup of G.

Theorem 4.7. Let fG be a soft uni-group over U. Then, G fG = G f̂G
.

Proof: Let a ∈ G f̂G
. Then we have a f̂G = e f̂G. That is,

fG(ga−1) = fG(g)

for all g ∈ G. If we choose g = e, then

fG(a−1) = fG(e),

which means that a−1 ∈ G fG and so a ∈ G fG , since G fG is a subgroup of G. Thus, we have that

G f̂G
⊆ G fG.

On the other hand, let b ∈ G fG . Then,

fG(b) = fG(e).
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In order to show that b ∈ f̂G, we need to prove b f̂G = e f̂G, that is

fG(gb−1) = fG(g),∀g ∈ G.

Let g ∈ G, then

fG(gb−1) ⊆ fG(g)∪ fG(b−1)

= fG(g)∪ fG(b)

= fG(g)∪ fG(e)

= fG(g)

Again,

fG(g) = fG(g(b−1b))

= fG(gb−1)b)

⊆ fG(gb−1)∪ fG(b)

= fG(gb−1)∪ fG(e)

= fG(gb−1)

for all g ∈ G. It follows that

G fG ⊆ G f̂G
, thus G f̂G

= G fG.

Definition 4.8. [8] Let fA and fB be soft sets over the common universe U and Ψ be a function

from A to B. Then, soft image of fA under Ψ, denoted by Ψ( fA), is a soft set over U defined as

(Ψ( fA))(b) =


⋃
{ fA(a) | a ∈ A and Ψ(a) = b}, if Ψ−1(b) 6= /0,

/0, otherwise

for all b ∈ B. And soft preimage (or soft inverse image) of fB under Ψ, denoted by Ψ−1( fB), is

a soft set over U by (Ψ−1( fB))(a) = fB(Ψ(a)) for all a ∈ A.
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Definition 4.9. Let fA and fB be soft sets over the common universe U and Ψ be a function from

A to B. Then, soft anti image of fA under Ψ, denoted by Ψ?( fA), is a soft set over U defined as

(Ψ?( fA))(b) =


⋂
{ fA(a) | a ∈ A and Ψ(a) = b}, if Ψ−1(b) 6= /0,

/0, otherwise

for all b ∈ B.

Theorem 4.10. Let fA1 and fA2 be two soft sets over the common universe U and Ψ be a

function from A to B, where A1,A2 ⊆ A. Then,

a) Ψ?( fA1∩̃ fA2) = Ψ?( fA1)∩̃Ψ?( fA2).

b) If fA1⊆̃ fA2 , then Ψ?( fA1)⊆̃Ψ?( fA2).

Proof: a) The proof is obvious.

b) Let b ∈ B, then

(Ψ?( fA1))(b) =
⋂
{ fA1(a) : a ∈ A1,Ψ(a) = b}

⊆
⋂
{ fA2(a) : a ∈ A2,Ψ(a) = b}

= (Ψ?( fA2))(b)

which completes the proof.

Theorem 4.11. Let fΦ be the null soft set, fÃ be the A-universal soft set and let Ψ be a function

from A to A. Then,

a) Ψ( fΦ) = fΦ, Ψ−1( fΦ) = fΦ and Ψ?( fΦ) = fΦ.

b) Ψ−1( fÃ) = fÃ. And if Ψ is a surjective function, then Ψ( fÃ) = fÃ and Ψ?( fÃ) = fÃ.

Proof: The proof is obvious.

Theorem 4.12. Let fA and fB be soft sets over U, f c
A, f c

B be their relative soft sets, respectively

and Ψ be a function from A to B. Then,

a) Ψ−1( f c
B) = (Ψ−1( fB))

c.

b) Ψ( f c
A) = (Ψ?( fA))

c and Ψ?( f c
A) = (Ψ( fA))

c.
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Proof: a) Let a ∈ A, then

(Ψ−1( f c
B))(a) = f c

B(Ψ(a))

= U \ fB(Ψ(a))

= U \Ψ
−1( fB(a))

= (Ψ−1( fB))
c(a).

Thus, Ψ−1( f c
B) = (Ψ−1( fB))

c.

b) Let b ∈ B, then

(Ψ( f c
A))(b) =

⋃
{ f c

A(a) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

=
⋃
{U \ fA(a) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

= U \{(
⋂

fA(a)) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

= U \Ψ
?( fA)(b)

= (Ψ?( fA))
c(b)

Thus, Ψ( f c
A) = (Ψ?( fA))

c. And similarly,

(Ψ?( f c
A))(b) =

⋂
{ f c

A(a) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

=
⋂
{U \ fA(a) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

= U \{(
⋃

fA(a)) : a ∈ A,Ψ(a) = b}

= U \Ψ( fA)(b)

= (Ψ( fA))
c(b)

Therefore, Ψ?( f c
A) = (Ψ( fA))

c.

Theorem 4.13. [8] Let fG and fH be soft sets over U and Ψ be a group isomorphism from G to

H. If fG is a soft int-group over U, then Ψ( fG) is a soft int-group over U.

Theorem 4.14. [8] Let fG and fH be soft sets over U and Ψ be a group homomorphism from G

to H. If fH is a soft int-group over U, then Ψ−1( fH) is a soft int-group over U.
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Theorem 4.15. Let fG and fH be soft sets over U and Ψ be a group homomorphism from G to

H. If fH is a soft uni-group over U, then so is Ψ−1( fH).

Proof: Let fH be a soft uni-group over U . Then, f c
H is a soft int-group over U and Ψ−1( f c

H)

is a soft int-group over U . Thus, Ψ−1( f c
H) = (Ψ−1( fH))

c is a soft int-group over U . Therefore,

Ψ−1( fH) is a soft uni-group over U .

Theorem 4.16. Let fG and fH be soft sets over U and Ψ be a group isomorphism from G to H.

If fG is a soft uni-group over U, then so is Ψ?( fG).

Proof: Let fG be a soft uni-group over U . Then, f c
G is a soft int-group over U and Ψ( f c

G) is a

soft int-group over U . Thus, Ψ( f c
G) = (Ψ?( fG))

c is a soft int-group over U . Therefore, Ψ?( fG)

is a soft uni-group over U .

Theorem 4.17. Let fG and fH be soft sets over U and Ψ be a group homomorphism from G to

H. If fH /̃u fG over U, then Ψ−1( fH)/̃u fG over U.

Proof: If fH /̃u fG over U , then fH itself is an soft uni-group over U . Ψ−1( fH) is a soft

uni-group over U . Therefore, we only show that Ψ−1( fH)(xy) = Ψ−1( fH)(yx) for all x,y ∈ G.

Let x,y ∈ G, then

Ψ
−1( fH)(xy) = fH(Ψ(xy))

= fH(Ψ(x)Ψ(y))

= fH(Ψ(y)Ψ(x)), since fH /̃u fG.

= fH(Ψ(yx))

= Ψ
−1( fH)(yx)

Hence, Ψ−1( fH)/̃u fG over U .

5. Conclusion

In this paper, by using soft sets and union operation of sets we define soft uni-group, based

on the inclusion relation and union of sets and thus more functional for obtaining results in the

mean of soft set theory with respect to group structure. We have then introduced the concepts
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of soft uni-subgroup, normal soft uni-subgroup, e-left coset and soft anti image of a soft set and

investigate these notions with respect to soft uni-groups. Furthermore, we have pointed out the

relation between soft int-group defined in [8] and soft uni-group and give some applications of

soft uni-group to group theory. To extend this study, one can further study the other algebraic

properties of soft uni-groups.
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